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About This Game

Puttin' Around is a fun spin on online mini golf games which features fun game modes to play with others online around the
world.

The controls and play style are in 5d3b920ae0

Title: Puttin' Around
Genre: Casual, Indie, Sports, Early Access
Developer:
Better Games LLC
Publisher:
Better Games LLC
Release Date: 6 Mar, 2019

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows® Vista/XP

Processor: 1.8 GHz Processor

English
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I know it's early access, but. this is absolute garbage. The physics don't work, the sound doesn't work, you can't change the color
of your ball. Your ball starts rolling immediately when the course starts. I'm willing to try out early access stuff and take a few
bugs, but this is totally untested. One of the holes, you can't even get to the pin. If you go out of bounds, it returns your ball to
the beginning of the course. Refunding.. Lots of potential with an integrated map editor and solid multiplayer. It was good fun
amongst friends. Seems to be frequently updated with bug fixes and new content on the regular. It's for those who like these
types of games! surely it is worth the small price of admission.. Lots of potential with an integrated map editor and solid
multiplayer. It was good fun amongst friends. Seems to be frequently updated with bug fixes and new content on the regular. It's
for those who like these types of games! surely it is worth the small price of admission.. Lots of potential with an integrated map
editor and solid multiplayer. It was good fun amongst friends. Seems to be frequently updated with bug fixes and new content
on the regular. It's for those who like these types of games! surely it is worth the small price of admission.. Lots of potential
with an integrated map editor and solid multiplayer. It was good fun amongst friends. Seems to be frequently updated with bug
fixes and new content on the regular. It's for those who like these types of games! surely it is worth the small price of
admission.. I know it's early access, but. this is absolute garbage. The physics don't work, the sound doesn't work, you can't
change the color of your ball. Your ball starts rolling immediately when the course starts. I'm willing to try out early access stuff
and take a few bugs, but this is totally untested. One of the holes, you can't even get to the pin. If you go out of bounds, it
returns your ball to the beginning of the course. Refunding.. I know it's early access, but. this is absolute garbage. The physics
don't work, the sound doesn't work, you can't change the color of your ball. Your ball starts rolling immediately when the course
starts. I'm willing to try out early access stuff and take a few bugs, but this is totally untested. One of the holes, you can't even
get to the pin. If you go out of bounds, it returns your ball to the beginning of the course. Refunding.

Update 0.6 - Map Creator Quality of Life : This week was about filling out and fixing quality of life issues with the map creator.
To that end we will also be publishing an actual full map on the workshop, "Tunnels and Doors". Change log: Enhancements
Map Creator Rule set selector hides itself and auto selects mode when those modes are enabled.. Update 0.5 - Point Control
Score UI and Free Camera : Having spent this past week working on adding more core functionality and enhancements to the
game we have really appreciated the input from you all. Changelog: [New feature] Spectate other players once you have
completed the current hole [New feature] Free camera: Hit C to fly around the map and view it! No more guessing where things
are [Enhancement] Respawn: You will now respawn at your last landed spot instead of back at the start of the hole
[Enhancement] Updated the network library for more reliable connections [Bug fix] Number of players in room is now actually
giving you information.. Update 0.3 - We are Live! : Thank you for everyone for the support offered, and with it we have
managed to actually get the game released! This is the first release public release so please be understanding that it is a bit
rough, but we are still going hard at working on the game, and there will be a new patch focusing on bug fixes and enhancements
coming soon!. Update 0.5 - Point Control Score UI and Free Camera : Having spent this past week working on adding more
core functionality and enhancements to the game we have really appreciated the input from you all. Changelog: [New feature]
Spectate other players once you have completed the current hole [New feature] Free camera: Hit C to fly around the map and
view it! No more guessing where things are [Enhancement] Respawn: You will now respawn at your last landed spot instead of
back at the start of the hole [Enhancement] Updated the network library for more reliable connections [Bug fix] Number of
players in room is now actually giving you information.. 0.10.0 - Propped Up : This update lets you place props that aren't
generic level pieces around your workshop maps, bundled with an assortment of other map creator features. Heads up that our
update schedule places releases on Tuesdays now, rather than Thursday or Friday. 0.10.0 Patch Notes. Update 0.11.0 "Race"
Released : Sorry for the long hiatus. We're back, and today we're bringing you the race update. This comes with a bunch of new
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features, listed below.. Update 0.8 - A new map! : This update took a bit longer than usual, but we're ready to show you our
second map; Pirate Cabin! A host of other fixes, changes, and features accompany this new adventure. 0.8 Changelog. Update
0.3 - We are Live! : Thank you for everyone for the support offered, and with it we have managed to actually get the game
released! This is the first release public release so please be understanding that it is a bit rough, but we are still going hard at
working on the game, and there will be a new patch focusing on bug fixes and enhancements coming soon!. Puttin' Around -
Polished Balls Update : For our Polished Balls update we've been working hard on making the gameplay smooth and easy.. 0.7
Released : We're back again. This patch focuses on play-ability and stability. The biggest change of note is the new putting rules,
configurable in the lobby.
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